We explore charge migration in DNA, advancing two distinct mechanisms of charge separation in a donor ( In 1962, Eley and Spivey proposed (1) that -interactions between stacked base pairs in double-strand DNA could provide a pathway for rapid, one-dimensional charge separation. In spite of subsequent theoretical and experimental effort in this intriguing field (2-7), experimental evidence for such ''molecular wire'' type conduction in DNA remained elusive. The studies of Warman et al. (8) in 1996 of radiation-induced conductivity in hydrated DNA argued against one-dimensional conduction confined to the base pair core. Interest in this fascinating subject (9-31) was triggered recently by the studies of Barton and her colleagues (9-19), which seemed to indicate the occurrence of long-range, almost distance-independent charge separation in DNA, manifesting ''chemistry at a distance'' (17). The problem of charge separation in DNA (9-31) is pertinent for the realization of a particular DNA repair mechanism as an alternative to the DNA-photolyase (20-23), which rests on long-range charge transfer to the defect site, i.e., a thymine dimer followed by concurrent or sequential bond breaking. Moreover, a deeper understanding of charge migration processes and of the effects of electronic excess charges localized at specific nucleic bases has wide range implications for (i) protein binding to DNA. Because electrostatic interactions are primarily responsible for the association of proteins to nucleic bases, changes in the charge density at the DNA core induced by charge separation may affect the specificity of protein binding; (ii) DNA sequencing. The control of duplex formation via charge migration may be important for specific DNA sequencing; and (iii) DNA-based biosensors. The development of biosensors, which depend on specific long-range charge separation along duplex structures in solution and preferentially at electrodes, is of considerable potential.
In 1962, Eley and Spivey proposed (1) that -interactions between stacked base pairs in double-strand DNA could provide a pathway for rapid, one-dimensional charge separation. In spite of subsequent theoretical and experimental effort in this intriguing field (2-7), experimental evidence for such ''molecular wire'' type conduction in DNA remained elusive. The studies of Warman et al. (8) in 1996 of radiation-induced conductivity in hydrated DNA argued against one-dimensional conduction confined to the base pair core. Interest in this fascinating subject (9-31) was triggered recently by the studies of Barton and her colleagues (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) , which seemed to indicate the occurrence of long-range, almost distance-independent charge separation in DNA, manifesting ''chemistry at a distance'' (17) . The problem of charge separation in DNA is pertinent for the realization of a particular DNA repair mechanism as an alternative to the DNA-photolyase (20) (21) (22) (23) , which rests on long-range charge transfer to the defect site, i.e., a thymine dimer followed by concurrent or sequential bond breaking. Moreover, a deeper understanding of charge migration processes and of the effects of electronic excess charges localized at specific nucleic bases has wide range implications for (i) protein binding to DNA. Because electrostatic interactions are primarily responsible for the association of proteins to nucleic bases, changes in the charge density at the DNA core induced by charge separation may affect the specificity of protein binding; (ii) DNA sequencing. The control of duplex formation via charge migration may be important for specific DNA sequencing; and (iii) DNA-based biosensors. The development of biosensors, which depend on specific long-range charge separation along duplex structures in solution and preferentially at electrodes, is of considerable potential.
The interpretation of the early experiments of Barton, Turro, and their colleagues (9-13) on charge separation between donor and acceptor complexes attached to DNA was fraught with some difficulties because of the possibility of aggregation effects (24) . The recent data of Dandliker, Holmlin, and Barton (17) (18) (19) on hole migration between the electronically excited metal intercalator Rh(phi) 2 DMB ϩ3 and the thymine dimer, both of which are specifically incorporated in a 16-bp DNA duplex, provide evidence for long-range hole separation (over a distance scale of r ϭ 19-26 Å) with the yield being independent of donor-acceptor distance (R). These results (17) (18) (19) are in dramatic conflict with other experiments on charge separation in DNA (25) (26) (27) , as well as with the standard electron transfer theory (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) . For a donor (d)-bridge-acceptor (a) system, the theory (33-40) predicts an exponential (donor-acceptor) distance R dependence of the hole (or electron) transfer rate, k ϭ (2͞)V 2 F of the MarcusLevich-Jortner equation (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) :
Here, F is the thermally averaged nuclear Franck-Condon density (involving both medium and intramolecular vibrational modes) whereas the electronic coupling
is (approximately) characterized by the constant energy V 0 and the exponential parameter ␤. Indeed, Beratan and colleagues (41) have applied electron transfer theor y to the Rh(phi) 2 DMB ϩ3 -DNA-thymine dimer system (17, 18) , predicting that the superexchange rate, Eq. 1, should have ␤ ϭ 1.2-1.6 Å
Ϫ1
. Recent experimental results (25) (26) (27) for hole transfer or migration to guanine (G), Eqs. 2a, 2c, and 2d, and for recombination, Eq. 2b, are well accounted for by conventional electron transfer theory, Eq. 1, i.e., capped stilbene*-DNA 3 stilbene Ϫ ͑G ϩ -C͒;
capped stilbene Ϫ -͑G ϩ -C͒ 3 stilbene-͑G-C͒;
where * denotes an electronic singlet excited state of the hole donor. These charge separation͞recombination͞migration processes, Eqs. 2a-2d, provide an apparent contradiction to the results of Barton et al. (17, 18) . However, it should be borne in mind that different charge donors, which are characterized by different energetics, may give rise to different mechanisms for charge separation in DNA. The perspectives of such energetic control raise the distinct possibility of an alternative mechanism of charge separation in DNA. We propose two mechanisms for charge separation in DNA: (i) The two-center unistep superexchange mediated electron͞hole transfer described by Eq. 1; and (ii) electron͞hole multistep transport via some bases of the DNA backbone superstructure. This charge transport mechanism was explored in molecular crystals (42) (43) (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) and in polymers (47, 48) and was advanced for DNA (40) . The open questions in the area of charge transfer and transport in DNA and related model systems are (i) under what conditions can long-range, efficient charge transport with a weak distance dependence prevail in DNA? (ii) When will the superexchange-mediated, unistep, exponentially distancedependent charge separation occur in DNA? (iii) What are the structural and energetic attributes, e.g., base sequence specificity, of the donor-DNA-acceptor systems, which will exhibit charge transport or charge transfer in DNA? (iv) How can one induce the ''transition'' from electron transport to electron transfer in DNA by the modification of the donor or͞and acceptor centers? And (v) are there basic differences between charge separation in DNA and in proteins?
Our starting point rests on the distinction between the charge transport and charge transfer mechanisms in DNA. We address the energetic-dynamic control of the mechanism of charge separation and the novel implications of the charge transport mechanism. These fascinating phenomena of charge migration in finite, large molecular-scale systems pertain to the novel areas of molecular electronics (49) and to the control of the primary, ultrafast, charge separation processes in photosynthesis (50) , providing cornerstones for the relations between structure, energetics, dynamics and function in chemistry.
Mechanisms For Charge Separation in DNA. The prevalence of the two distinct mechanisms of charge separation: (i) two-center donor-acceptor, unistep, superexchange-induced charge transfer, and (ii) multistep charge transport in DNA, are controlled by the energetics of the ion pair states of the system (Fig. 1) . The two distinct charge separation mechanisms in system 3 will be addressed.
Superexchange Charge Transfer. Electron͞hole transfer (mechanism i) will occur for off-resonance coupling between the electronic origin and low vibronic states (in the energy range Ϸk B T) of the initial d*{B j }a state with all of the d ϯ {B j } Ϯ a vibronic manifolds, with a large energy gap ␦E Ͼ Ͼ 0 (Fig. 1 A) . Following the McConnell perturbation theory (51) and using the scattering matrix formalism (52), the electronic coupling for the superexchange interaction can be expressed in the form (52) where ͉Ͼ denote the diabatic (valence bond) electronic states andĤ is the system's electronic Hamiltonian. The vertical electronic energy gaps are ⌬ 1 ϭ ␦E ϩ and ⌬ ϭ , where ␦E is the electronic energy gap ( Fig. 1 A) while is the reorganization energy. For the sake of simplicity, we take the matrix elements t in the {B J } chain to be site-independent. The superexchange electronic coupling assumed the form (52) 
The number, N, of units in the bridge is given by N ϭ R͞r 0 , where r 0 is the nearest-neighbor B-B distance. Under these energetic conditions, superexchange-mediated transfer will occur with the rate
i.e., k ϰ exp(Ϫ␤ R͞r 0 ), where V 0 ϭ t d t a ͞⌬ 1 and ␤ ϭ 2ln(⌬͞t). F da is the Franck-Condon density between the donor ͉d*B 1 B 2 . . . Ͼ vibronic doorway state and the ͉dϯB 1 B 2 . . . a Ϯ Ͼ vibronic quasicontinuum (53) . Eq. 5 manifests the exponential donor-acceptor distance and N dependence of the superexchange mediated rate and yields in accord with Eq. 1.
Multistep Charge Transport. Electron͞hole transport (mechanism ii) will prevail when three energetic conditions are satisfied simultaneously ( We now address the microscopic description of charge injection, transport and trapping. We shall use an extension of the theoretical models for the dynamics in multiple FranckCondon quasicontinua (53 and of the final acceptor manifold
where (t) is the wave function of the system, with the initial conditions (t ϭ 0) ϭ ͉␣Ͼ. The prevalence of reversiblesequential kinetics for the population probabilities manifests phase erosion caused by weakly correlated intercontinuum coupling in conjunction with vibrational relaxation and vibrational excitation within the individual vibronic manifolds (53) . The kinetic scheme is
being characterized by the following microscopic rates.
(i) The charge injection rate is
where the electronic coupling t d is given by Eq. 4a. F IN is the thermally averaged nuclear Franck-Condon density for the ͉␣Ͼ-{͉␤1Ͼ} vibronic coupling. Electron transfer theory gives the thermally averaged Franck-Condon density F, which incorporates both medium and intramolecular vibrational modes, by (34-36)
where is the medium reorganization energy involving the contribution of low frequency vibrational modes while the high frequency intramolecular vibrational modes are characterized (35, 36, 39, 40) . A more detailed analysis also has to incorporate the recombination of the primary ion pair d ϯ B 1 Ϯ to the triplet state and to the ground electronic state of d.
(ii) The charge hopping rates are k i, i Ϯ 1 ϭ (2͞ប)t 2 F i,iϮ1 for i ϭ 1, . . . , N, with the intersite electronic coupling t (approximately site invariant) given by Eq. 4c. For bridge units separated by higher oxidation potential bases, t is determined by nearest-neighbor superexchange interactions. F i, i Ϯ 1 is the nuclear Franck-Condon density between the {͉␤iϾ} Ϫ {͉␤i Ϯ 1Ͼ} vibronic manifolds. Assuming near degeneracy of the electronic origins of the ion pair states, charge hopping in the {␤j} chain occurs between nearly isoenergetic ion pair states of adjacent bases. Under these circumstances, the hopping rates, Eq. 10, correspond to symmetric electron transfer (⌬G ϭ 0) with the hopping rates being site-independent, i.e., k i, i Ϯ 1 ϭ k HOP (for all values of i) with
where the Franck-Condon density F HOP is given by Eq. 9, i.e., F HOP ϭ F, with ϭ HOP being the medium (low frequency) reorganization energy for the hopping, with the process being symmetric, i.e., ⌬E ϭ 0. At sufficiently high temperatures, at which nuclear tunneling effects are negligible, the forward and backward hopping processes in the {B j } chain are expected to be activated, with an activation energy of Ϸ HOP ͞4.
(iii) The trapping rate is
where the electronic coupling t a is given by Eq. 4b while F ϭ F TR represents the thermally averaged nuclear FranckCondon density between the {͉␤NϾ} Ϫ {͉␥Ͼ} vibronic manifolds, given by Eq. 9, with ⌬E ϭ ␦E TR being the (free) energy gap for trapping (Fig. 1B) and ϭ TR being the corresponding reorganization energy. The trapping process may be normal (activated), activationless, or inverted (with a weak temperature dependence) (35, 36, 39, 40) , depending on the relation between ␦E TR and TR . In this analysis, we have disregarded the thermally activated detrapping process
with the rate k ϪTR Х k TR exp(Ϫ␦E TR ͞ k B T), which readily can be incorporated in the kinetic scheme. The specification of the individual microscopic rates for charge injection, hopping, and trapping provides an adequate description of the compound charge transport process. Multistep charge transport involves as a central ingredient charge hopping among (nearly) isoenergetic ion pair states of specific adjacent bases. This mechanism of stepwise charge transport involves an incoherent process with memory loss on each site being imposed by vibronic phase erosion and thermally induced vibrational excitation͞relaxation processes (53) . The charge transport process is analogous to Holstein's incoherent small polaron motion (47) in (one-dimensional) solids. The multistep charge transport processes constitute a series of individual charge transfer steps between adjacent units in the d{A j }a system. This description makes contact between multistep charge transport and intersite charge transfer.
A central conclusion emerging from the kinetic analysis of charge hopping transport in DNA is that this mechanism provides a weak donor-acceptor distance dependence for the rate (and yield) of the acceptor oxidation͞reduction. A heuristic description of charge transport will describe this incoherent process in terms of a charge diffusion process among the appropriate bases. Many of the concepts developed in the area of charge transport (42) (43) (44) (45) 47) and triplet excitation transport (54, 55) in pure and mixed molecular crystals are applicable to the DNA charge transport problem. A simple approximate way to describe hopping charge transport in the {B j } one-dimensional chain rests on the diffusion model. A diffusion coefficient D for the hopping charge transport can be defined in analogy to triplet exciton transport (54, 55) in the form D Ӎ k HOP (r 0 ) 2 , where k HOP is given by Eq. 10. The time scale for charge diffusion over the donor-acceptor spatial distance R, as characterized by the diffusion process, is given by R ϭ (2D) 1͞2 . Making contact between the time scale for diffusive hopping and the number of constituents in the chain N ϭ R͞r 0 , we obtain a weak distance (N) dependence of the charge separation, i.e., ϭ N 2 (r 0 ) 2 ͞2D ϭ N 2 ͞2k HOP . This lifetime can be used for the analysis of time-resolved data for charge separation in DNA. Several experimental studies (17-19, 26, 27) provide information on the charge separation yield in DNA, which now will be addressed.
We introduce a characteristic lifetime COM for competitive charge depletion processes, which can occur from the donor site and from the bridge sites. A detailed analysis will require consideration of site-specific competitive charge depletion, but, for the present analysis, an average value of COM will be taken. The yield for charge transport Y ϭ
, where ␦ ϭ (2k HOP COM )
. A more elaborate treatment of charge transport in the d{B j }a system can be described in terms of mean residence times and first passage times in finite onedimensional systems (56) (57) (58) (59) (60) (61) (62) . These characteristic times give insight into the kinetics of trapping processes, with the mean first passage time providing a useful measure for the efficiency of the trapping. Symmetric random walks were explored (60-62) with nearest-neighbors forward hopping rates k ϩ and backward hopping rates k Ϫ . For unbiased processes with equal rates, i.e., k ϩ ϭ k Ϫ ϭ k HOP (where k HOP is given by Eq. 10), the mean first passage time, MFPT , for a random walk initially injected to the first site to reach the trap is given by MFPT From the foregoing analysis, we infer that a proper energetic manipulation of the donor, with the modification of the energetics of the ion pairs, will modify the energy level structure from off-resonant (␦E Ͼ 0) coupling to resonant (␦E Ͻ 0) coupling, resulting in a transition from charge transfer to charge transport (Fig. 2) . We shall limit our analysis to hole separation, with a hole donor attached (i.e., substituted, capped, or intercalated) to DNA being reduced while the acceptor is oxidized. The energetics of the initial d*{B j }a state was estimated by us from the redox potentials E(d*͞d ϩ ) of d*͞d ϩ (25-27, 65) evaluated from the Rehm-Weller relation (63) 
is the ground state d͞d ϩ redox potential, E s is the excited singlet state energy, and C is the solvent-dependent Coulomb attraction energy, which can presumably be neglected in a polar solvent such as water (64) . For some hole donors already studied, Eqs. 2a, 2b, and 2d, the redox potentials of electron-ically excited donors in solution are given in Table 1 . The oxidation potentials of the single DNA bases (66, 67) in solution on a relative scale (Table 1) are guanine (G) E ϭ 0, adenine (A) E ϭ 0.45 eV whereas for thymine (T) and cytosine (C) E ϭ 0.6-0.7 eV. These single-base redox potentials presumably preserve the hierarchy of the relative energies in DNA. From the energetics of the different bases we draw conclusions regarding the following.
Hole acceptors in DNA. The low oxidation potential of G makes this single base a hole acceptor in the d*-DNA system, in accord with the experimental observations (25) (26) (27) . Other guanine-based hole acceptors, a G , can involve 8-oxo-guanine (29) or guanine triplets (GGG) (68) , whose oxidation potential is lower than that of a single G.
Bridge bases. Two generic classes of systems for the realization of charge separation in B-DNA and model systems can be considered: (i) d*{A j }G and (ii) d*{G j }a G . The nearest neighbor adenine bases {A j } ϭ A 1 ,A 2 , . . . ,A N , whose oxidation potential is higher by 0.45 eV than that of G, constitute the components of the bridge in system i. The nearest-neighbor guanine bases {G j } ϭ G 1 ,G 2 , . . . ,G N , whose oxidation potential is higher by Ϸ0.4 eV for 8-oxo-guanine (29) , constitute the components of the bridge in system ii. These {A j } and {G j } bridges can mediate charge separation either via superexchange transfer or multistep transport.
Zigzagging between the two strands of B-DNA. The {A j } or {G j } bridges of nearest-neighbor A or G bases can be located either on a single strand or on different strands of B-DNA (Fig.  3) . The connectivity of the nearest neighbor {A j } or {G j } (j ϭ 1, . . . , N) bases determines the length N of the bridge (Fig. 3) .
Energetic control of mechanism. (Table  1) and only can make a small additional superexchange contribution to hole migration.
Energetic Control of Hole Transfer and Transport in DNA. Turning to the mechanisms of charge migration in DNA for the d{A j }G systems previously studied (17, (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) , we infer on the basis of the energetic data summarized in Fig. 2 , together with our distinct mechanisms, that the hole donor stilbenedicarboxyamide (25) ϩ . Accordingly, off-resonance coupling with the {A j } bridge (␦E Ͼ 0) prevails in these systems, and hole migration will occur via unistep superexchange transfer, with an exponential distance dependence. A similar situation of off-resonance coupling and unistep superexchange hole transfer is expected to prevail for the hole donors 9-amino-6-chloro-2-methoxyacridine (26) and 4Ј-ribose radical cation (27) . On the other hand, the energy of the hole donor Rh(phi) 2 phen ϩ3* system (Table 1) is sufficiently high to warrant resonance coupling (␦E Ͻ 0) to the {A j } bridge. Accordingly, in the system studied by Barton et al. (17, 18) , hole transport with a weak distance dependence can be realized. An analogous situation of resonance coupling resulting in hole transport prevails for DNA oxidation by excited anthraquinones (28, 29) . The conceptual framework advanced by us, based on energetic-dynamic relations for hole migration, seems to remove apparent inconsistencies and accounts for the gross features of all of the available experimental data for charge migration in DNA (17) (18) (19) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) in terms of unistep two-center hole transfer (25) (26) (27) or multistep hole transport (17-19, 28, 29) .
Attainment of a Weak Distance Dependence of and Y in Multistep Charge Transport. In the foregoing analysis of charge hopping transport, we alluded to diffusive type, unbiased random walk in the {B j } bridge, which implies the degeneracy of the ion-pair states d Ϫ B 1 . . . B i ϩ . . . B N a for all i. The removal of the degeneracy of the electronic origins of the ion pair states can be induced by two types of electrostatic effects that result in level shifts: (i) a coulomb ladder. Here, the energies of the ion-pairs increase with increasing d Ϫ Ϫ B i ϩ distance for the electron-hole charge separation and decrease with increasing the d ϩq-1 Ϫ B i ϩ distance for the shift of the hole from a positive ion. The electrostatic interaction is diminished by solvent dielectric screening and ionic screening effects; (ii) electrostatic interactions with counterions. These can either stabilize or destabilize ion pairs with a large scale charge separation. Charge random walk biased toward the donor may arise from the coulomb ladder for electron-hole charge separation or from electrostatic destabilization. Random walk biased toward the acceptor can be induced from the coulomb ladder for a hole migration from a positive ion or from electrostatic stabilization. Biased charge hopping may occur in the {B j } chain, being specified by the ratio of the rates K ϭ k Ϫ ͞k ϩ (60-62). For donor direction-biased charge hopping, K Ͼ 1 while for acceptor direction-biased charge hopping, K Ͻ 1. The analysis (60-62) for biased random walks gives the lifetimes
, and yields Y ϭ (1 ϩ ͞ COM ) Ϫ1 . For the relevant values of N and K, we infer that the lifetimes and yields for charge separation exhibit an algebraic N and distance dependence of the form
where the numerical constants are ␦ Ϸ k HOP
and ␦ Ϸ (k HOP COM )
. The power parameter is, (i) for unbiased diffusive hopping, ϭ 2; (ii) for acceptor direction-biased random walk, (K Ͻ 1) 1 Յ Յ 2. assumes a linear N dependence (60-62) for K Ͻ Ͻ 1; and (iii) for donor directionbiased random walk (K Ͼ 1) Ն 2 for moderate K values. assumes a fast exponential N dependence ϰ exp(NlnK) (60) (61) (62) only for large values of K and N. Our analysis establishes the prevalence of a weak N and distance dependence of the dynamic observables for charge separation when charge transport can be described in terms of unbiased͞biased random walk. A scrutiny of additional effects of static disorder on charge transport is relevant and interesting. Diagonal disorder may originate from the inhomogeneous broadening of the sites of distinct ion pairs with different energies. Furthermore, the effects of off-diagonal disorder, i.e., variations of nearest neighbor electron coupling terms caused by zigzagging between bridge units across the two strands of DNA, have to be taken into account. The effects of static disorder will modify the details of the charge-hopping process but will not affect our general conclusion regarding the weak distance dependence of the dynamic observables. The energetic control of the charge separation mechanism in DNA is attained by the base sequence specificity of the {B j } bridge.
Epilogue. We explored the two mechanisms of unistep hole transfer and multistep hole transport in DNA and in model finite systems, establishing the energetic control of the mechanism of charge migration in DNA. On the basis of the energetics of the ion pair͞donor, i.e., d Ϫ B 1 ϩ B 2 . . .͞d*B 1 B 2 in a finite d*{B j }a system and in similar systems involving hole injection to DNA, we provided criteria for the realization of the two distinct mechanisms of charge separation in different donor-bridge systems. The energetic control of charge separation in DNA is determined by the specificity of the base sequence of the {B j } bridge. Of considerable interest is the transition between the two limiting situations of charge transfer and transport in DNA (69), which will be exhibited for off-resonance coupling with a small energy gap (69), i.e., ␦E Ϸ k B T. A parallel superexchange-sequential charge separation mechanism then will prevail, including both unistep transfer and multistep transport processes, which will be induced from different vibronic levels of d*{B j }a. Interesting disorder effects and temperature effects are expected in the transition region. The energetic control of the charge separation mechanism in large molecular-scale systems is general. The two distinct charge separation mechanisms in DNA bear a close analogy to the two mechanisms of the primary charge separation between cofactors in bacterial photosynthesis, i.e., unistep superexchange and sequential mediated electron transfer (50) . The prevalence of each of these mechanisms is controlled by the energetics of the ion-pair states P ϩ B Ϫ ϵ (bacteriochlorophyll dimer) ϩ (bacteriochlorophyll) Ϫ relative to P*B, with the sequential mechanism (induced by resonance P ϩ B Ϫ Ϫ P*B coupling) involving a single intermediate P ϩ B Ϫ state (50), providing another cardinal example for structure-energeticsdynamic-function relations in chemistry (32) .
Multistep charge transport under the resonance donor coupling condition exhibits a weak (algebraic) N and distance dependence of the lifetime and yield for charge separation in the form given by Eqs. 12 and 13, allowing for the realization of chemistry at a distance in DNA and in any large molecularscale system. The basic principles, which determine the energetic control attained by the sequence specificity of a bridge for short-range charge transfer or for long-range charge hopping, are universal, pertaining to both polynucleic acid structures and to proteins. Accordingly, no fundamental differences have to be envisioned between the two most important biostructures with respect to the mechanisms of charge transfer and transport.
